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OFFICE OP S'TRA^FAIC SBKVXOKS

MISSION FOR GERMANY

United States Forces

European Theater

1?. July

TO; Chief, CIB, USFET

BUljSGEl Preliminary Report , Interrogation of Hpt Hermann

SCHMIDT ?
of Nachrichtcn Aufklarungabteilung 11c

*

1, Attached herewith preliminary report of interro-

gation of Kpt Hermann SCHMIDT, of Nachrichten Aufklarungabteilung

II, made by~Sgt 0 Plung of SCI, SOHMEPT is one of the 33 Germans

brought from Sweden to American zone in Germany, 5 of whom are

now under interrogation by us at MFIU No, 4»

2, SCHMIDT was chosen for the first detailed interro-

gation because he is the ranking officer and CO of the group,

3, The interrogation develops that the group is much
more German signal intelligence than GIS as we know it 0 It also
engaged in intercepting Russian military traffic and de-coding,

4» We are in close contact with American Signal Intelli
gence in this case. We have turned over to Lt0 Col. Rubin and
Captain Ivanoff of Signal intelligence a considerable number of
documents surrendered with the 35 above mentioned personnel and
expect soon to have experts of Signal Intelligence to work with
us on the interrogation. Assuming that interrogations now in
progress by us and MFIU No. 4. do not disclose more connection
with German Intelligence proper as we know it, it will later be
recommended that this case be turned over entirely to Signal
Intelligence,

Distribution:

Chief, CIB, USPET - 2
Signal Intelligence - 2
London . » 3
Registry - ^

•ANDREW H. BERDING
Lt. Col,, A. C.
Chief, OSS/X-2, Germany
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hq. mm, ****** mP°**

APO 7^7

10 Jul 45

.. M _ f TTr)t Hermann SCTH.OX>T

SUBJECT: Preliminary Report, Interroga n«
of Nachrichten Aufklarungabtoxlung 11.

10! : 00, SCI Detachment, 12WW
atody

jovik

0ST.O, reosivea em order to* rn v» - .

BfiSiC.

,

KaehriohSeafueteer of tho 20tn GeoirgS"act u ^ a roup which
On 10 MBy, «« a I* 3ALA, JBKtt Nauhriohtcn-
would incorporate the ^-^^.^^f^LJfS tho crea-
abteilung 11. When S. ashed SALA to^B^"

tbe Allies
tion of such a contingent group, he was inrormea wi *

Sea a record of their war experiences in sigttaO* natter..

During the evening of 10 W, Lt SAljA was preso"on a

renre-entative of the Swedish AW, Capt TOIEflffilANN, who had ow flMS visited 20th AW HQ .-^T^ers should
ni^s it had been arranged that the oOMIDi group ox ca>

fo tolweden? On 11 Kay^the group went to EUdHAHMKB and S. reported

to MENNI who informed the Chief of Scaxf

.

border east of ELVERUM, 12 May. It arrived at Swedish Inf Reg 17 an*

™« to an internment camp in BAKAMD, After the group had been

JOHANSON

£r IIELLSTROH, chief of the Swedish Signals Service 0 JOHANSON left but

returned in a fortnight and told So that the work was to be carried on

in Germany where they were to give their experience and knowledge either

by documentation or by demonstration and instruction,, He assured S.

that the members of the group would not be FW 1 s and that, after a se-

curity check,, they would be free and in a position to help their depen-

dents. Before they left Sweden, they signed a statement saying they

were leaving Sweden voluntarily to go to Germany. JOHANSON also said

that Dr. IIELLSTROH would go along and stay in Germany as a liaison

officer for the Swedish Signals Service,

On 12 Jun, the group was flown to Germany in two Ameri-
can planes. The group v/as interned in ZIEGENIiAIN on 13 Jun. Five mem-
bers of the group (Ept SCHMIDT is one of them) stayed in ZIEGENHAIN for
eight days and were then transferred to 12 AG IC.

2. Biographical data

Born: 16 Feb 17, in ALLENDORF (Kreis Dillenburg), Hesaett-

;ilL

Schooling: Volksschule and Berursschule in BURGENDORF,
one year (1937) irithe Aussenhandelsschule (Foreign Trade School)
in HAMBURG**
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In

;"NER in BURBACK

* tmmm W™««% gt?
year, he moved to KOLN with the fim%

P,Mtic,l affillatl**. ft. *** boon a aartocr of the Arbeit*-

front since 1937o

3. MILITARY TRAINING

So was inducted into the military service on 17 Nov 38,

the 3rd Co. Kaohrichten HMftmg 9, in WETZLAR. Before hie incuction

ho had taken an intelligence test in DUSS2LD0KP and he ascrxbo. hia

inaction into the Signals Service to the result of the test. o. receded

his basic training in No A* 9, 3rd Co inWETZLAR, one of only 7 suc*

Horch (intercept) Companies in the German Army, The other 6 companion

(N.A. f s) were as follows;

3rd N.A. 57 ,
Stuttgart

3rd • N.A. 7 MUnohen
;

3rd N.A. 18 Liegnita
3rd N.A* 3 FrankfWdl (Oder)

3rd N.A. 26 Koln
3rd N,A. 56 Bielefeld

Recruits were trained as Horch-'unkor (interoept)
9
poilfunker

(DP, direction-finding operators),, Sendefunker (Morse operators) or as

drivers. S. received intercept and DF training. So 1 s training ended

at the beginning of the war.

4° Military Service

a. Prom Aug 39 until 12 May 40, S. worked as an intercept
operator in the vie of SAARBRUCKEN.

bo 12 May 40, he wont to a Woffenaohulo (OCS) and attonded
school from 20 May to 9 Aug. He left the school as a Feldwebel and
Anwarter. Prom 9 Aug to 12 Jan M, be worked as cadro in HAT 1,7? (tho
Waffcnsehule was also located there). He became a lieutenant 1 Har 41

.

c 0 On 12 Jan, he joined a newly activated unit, Fcrnaufkla-
rung Cc 611 (a long-distance intercept company) which went to Poland
(REICHSHOF ) ,

then BI/J^POTLASKA (30 km west of BREST LITOVSK). The company
Lgn from the beginning in jun 41 . The Army

2Tt "t? ^JT™* r.ntte under Fcldmarachall BOCK and the corroanvwas in the 4th Army commanded by Peldmarschall KLUGE. 3. took part l^tZ
t^ZZmZ^X

\mmb 0R3IU and SMC™- The company continuedmS^^^T^m rf™ on 6 Nov 41, ZZ* slight^

5. NahepoilTeldzug Work (short-range DFing)

first mm^^^t^^^^t^6 Pat S - v/as trusted with the
work tookplace g J",** Tho
poller a/c was used. The set L?av5m A

,?
pcc^1 apparatus, the Nahclfold.mo set v/as a combination of a French receiver

Mi
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and a German Peil Rahnen (direction tiwerj + ^ ye exceilent

the first short wave DF ^to%^J^^5^ (earth waves) which are .

results. This set picked up on* ^st be picked

but a small part of waves emitted. Since
E^ing machines

up in comparative^ Wg£f^l* sfnding' apparatus,
were, on the average, 5 to 1b Kn irou

b Th, s type of DF work was very i^ortant for asoertainxng

troop concentrations and the location of oner? C!P

c S. continued to.do w^conctrnfd,^^^^^fo^X* to Division,_jofar as the dissemination oi irkoi^^"
division,

was from tbo GO of the 611 Fernaufklarung Co
J^o gave * to

Korps,
Oberst vor. IOT1WITZ Kampfgruppe. From tncre it wen« on

and finally to 2 Panzer Armee.

6, Liaison Officer^ac^^^^^

From Aug & to 6 Dec 43, S. was *»^^^l!^
charge of Nachrichtenaufklarung in the 4 Armee «faff. *^J*,JS
preparation of collected material for evaluation ana disoeminationo

It is evident that he is in a position to speak authoritative* on

matters of signal and general intelligence., not on* from the point a
view of the front line officer, but also from the point ox view of

the staff officer with a composite picture* S.'s superior was Oberst

von DA57AN3 who was killed in the west as. a General Major. succes-

cor. rr«c; von en ttdttwhtdt - The OG of the 4 Armee was General Oherst

OX IQICI,

7o Finlandia

a. In Mar 43, S. had become an Obit, On 17 Jan 44, he v/as

transferred to Finland, Nachrichtenfernaufklarungszug Nord. This unit

was: assigned to the 20th Gebirgsarmee (mountain army) under the comand
of General Oberst DIETL. DIETL's successor was EENDULIC, The Nachrichten-

aufklarungszug Nord was under the command of Obit SCHT.ODTBERGER and So was
second in command. The unit's mission was to obtain signal intelligence
from the Russians, most* by the use of intercept,

b. The unit's strength of about 80 was increased to approxi
mately 300 by reinforcements from Naheaufklarungscompagnio 961 on 1 Mar 44,
The composite unit v/as called llachrichten Aufklarungsabteilung 11 (N,A,A,
11) : the CO v/as Kpt DAISEE and S, was his deputy. The intensification
of Radio intelligence work was made necessary by the paucity of troops
in the theatre. By increased Aufklarung work fewer troops ware needed for
reconnaissance, capturing of pw*s, etc,

Co When Finland capitulated on 3 Sep 44, the retreat began
via northern Finland. 1 Nov A4, s. had become Hauptmann, 22 ;;pr 45,
he took over command of N. A. A. 11. N.A. A, has had excellent success in
its work, in Finland it operated with old apparatus, partially described
above, it also received a new, complete* German Nahefeldpeiler which
was more stable and shock proof and calibrated in Kiloherz rather than
in meters,

8, Code breaking

fernaufklarungszuF Nord , J
aoc

S
c9?lishlnents * the Naohriohten-

Rus^W^a^ S^a^^^8 f C°deS
'
h6re ^^ical*

were built 0^ r̂^^^^^ **
±reviouo trail ic and experience, th^r^f*™
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utilized to good aAv^,>, ^ t*M N ^ ^
the SCHKEDT r^"'-->.p

Uffz
Uffz
Uffz
Obgfr

EXTER
BETHGE
FPKNKE

xanple of work done, 3* cited the breaking

; code that has 10,000 possibilities.

9. N.A.A. Card Catglo^ue

of an mtD (RIS)

toong the dooaucnts of. the TO**-*"* £«one

cially' special orders of the day, givifig units and Pe^nall^e
^, -.^

. was supplied by the Arxy, I * Finland. In the SCHMIDT croup. Obit

SBLS was adnirdstrative head of this section. n*h« «*af.i.cm soecidist

and another employee was Peldwebel Kelou

BARGCORN". There was only one copy of the catalogue „

1 0 c Individual Specialties in SOHLZEDT group

S. gave the follo7n.ng specialty designation to members

of the group:

1* SCHODT:

2 0 LORENZs
3» HEIDZ2:

4o FISCHL2:

5. DEHN:
6. LIZK:
7. BSULS:
8. GAKDEKAN:

10. WIEOBj
1 1 . RIZDZR

:

12. GERHARDT:
13o BLC"3:
14. FAURE;
15. KLEIMAN:
16. KOHLMANN:

2:

17. ATJ]

18. PRIH

19. EXTZR:
20. BETHGZ:
21. BARGCORN:
22. WAIBEL:

local and long-distance (Nah und Fernaufklarung) signal

intelligence
Horchfunker
Korch and peilfunker
Horch and Peil work and evaluation* in Fernaufklarung orJy

Administration and ski instruction
Naheaufklarung; Horchfunker; worked in Balkans.
Horch and Peilfunker
Evaluator *

Horchfunker
Horchfunker
Korch and peilfunker
Horchfunker
Chief evaluator
Decoder, Russian translator
Horchfunker
Peil evaluator; specialist for Y/ellenausbreitung (DP work
without a DP machine; had to work with Luftwaffe '/eather
Station)

.

excellent Horchfunker
Decoder and interpreter; better Russian than German,
Decoding chief
Decoder
Evaluator
Horchfunker
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1 1 . Translator and Tr»te^reter STCM

3. states that he has no knowledge of the group of

fourteen translators and interpreters attached to the **r* g i

and ignores the reason for their foelng*

12 0 Documents

Tn addition to the above mentioned card file, the group
In addition oo -ww u

*n1flftrfl books and papers used
had in its possession various pamphlets, folders, °°°K3 ' ™nders
in carrying' out its missions. These include^S^^i^

eto)

•There is also material on Russian tf/l stations, radio instru-

ments of the Rod Army, Russian call signs, MCVD (HIS) code material,

cryptanalytic data on Russian w/T, a folder on Broken (Russian Cipher;

systems, etc 0 (inventory attached)*

13o Desiderata

a. S« was completely cooperative under interrogation.

There is no doubt that he has authoritative information on German Nach-

richtcnaufklarung and that he is willing to put his knowledge at our

disposalo Moreover, his experiences as a staff officer have given him an

opportunity of seeing the overall picture with respect to German Signal

intelligence and its position in the general shape of things G Partici-

pation in the Eastern campaigns has made it possible for him to garner a

huge fund of information on the interplay between German and Russian
Signal Services* To what extent his knowledge would interest us specifi-
cally, remains to be seen0

b. On the grounds of experience and knowledge, he should
be oapable of holding the mirror lip to our own signal service: he has
offered his services to attempt to analyze .Allied signal weaknesses. He
further offers advice on key improvements. Ho indicated, for example,
that messages encoded by American machine , can be deciphered if &
mistake is made* This is probably Punchinello's secret, but there are
probably many other matters which we ignore.

c. S. should be exhaustively interrogated, if possible
by a signals technician, so that his technical knowledge may be extracted.
In the process, it should be possible to sound out his knowledre of
matters which interest us more particularly 0

Nathan Plung
S/Sgt, SCI
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The Norway Party, con^s%c SCCOM and^ sr°T
elements of Wo distinct W^^&'WS^ *| «*Jg Sftfc,
their respective leaders. The ,'o.k ox

rf ^ g.MP F

\T2RMANN

interest to BOM ^ rf th0

The interrogation was done in two st aces,
J> ^^ the

party, alleged^ on the basis of xr.rporWnoe^^n
rcaainder were in

others and were housed in the jail *IJ^%£*ZU at WIESBADEN was not

Cm, 95 at saaRBOK The ^^^^^speotively a «»
alvvZys iaeaiately obvious. Three of ^ff/^tructor.
operator, an intercept operator and a *U*g xn.tru

At WIESBADEN Hpt. W*» SgST
gated, and at ZIEGENHAIN EXTEK, Uff Z . B^THG^^ BL ,U -am» The ^errogatxon J-gg^, by Capt .

LIVELY, AUS and Capt* CAIIPBELL, xO, assxou

IJCCOVrr; cf Detachment D*
> ^

I. 1 Tues., 22ft^ July* ^945
SCHMIDT ,

Hermann, Kptm. x
, ,'. lMMff

I o
organisation of the Abtailung*

The Abteilung was an independent unit, subordinated dirootly

to GondNVOKH. Subordinate to it were: Nahaufklaerunssko^p. 9^
and

Fernaufklaerungszug Nord. It had no connection with KONA Nora, wni.cn

according to So was located in LIBAUo

Tasks

:

When in Finland, Sigint directed against Russia.

When in Norway, Sigint directed against the allies, Sweden,

Finland
•

3 # strength of the Abt c varied from 420 to 450 men. v.
r/T oper-

ators were detached to the Abt. from the Armee Nachrichtenregiment as need

arose, which accounts for the fluctuations in strength.

4# Distribution of tasks:

Intercept operators 200 - 250 men (75 sets)
D/P operators 30
Evaluation Lfi

Gryptanalysis 25
Own W/T traffic . 30
Drivers, ccoks, etc, 100+,
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5. Type of intelligence product:

Two types of report -re Prepared:

1 . Tage smeIMJgs a

2 . PeindlagemoIdungs
n,

6. Distribution of intelligence:

intelligence was rig*^*
Exacts went to Gen d. NA by T/P,

crypto developments on other parts ox the front,

7i Relative importance of the various source « intelligence:

•

i„ view of the relative*^^J&S^
cryptanalysis in the Abt., S. was *

In his opinion the

siglnt sources in preparingW«g5fA, This held

evaluation of ^ssago content unJ ^ traffic

true in practice since th9/bl
» °; /^alSation (FunkaUSWerbung) . .

Third,

for their purposes. Second came W/TJWal"^^'irfrtM^ (allgeneinc

D/P valuation (peilauswertung) . Lastly, generaj, i»

Hinweise) 0

SGfflOOT considered his er^C section fuUy adequate. They did

not use Hollerith or other machinery.
,

'

8. Type of crypto work carried oofci

-nly

There was
were concerne

They made no attempt

Helnew howev r of he» «SS of valuable intelligence given away

on S Western Front by insecure police nets. They had ^era^co^
with Swedish army ciphers. During the spring manoeuvres of Feb 19tf

they were able to build up a complete tactical picture of the Swedish

in two months. With regard to Russian traffic, the Ant, dxd

thing up to and including 4-figure.Russian 3-figure they considered insoluble

All traffic which could not be solved was forwarded to Gen d. 1m... That

meant about of the intercept materials V/hen asked_tc give en inventory

of the codes and ciphers studied by the Abt.,S. referred the question to

his crypto personnel (specifically EXTER)

9, other Sigint units in Norway:

MPHS STAVANGER Kptlt. \YEIDNER

MPHS TR0I30E Freg. kapt. DISTERV7EG

LNA Regt 355, with 1 Kemp, in STAVANGER employed a,rains t England;

Abt 355 was located about 20 km. S of OSLO, under Ilaj. CAilERLANDER.

II. FISCKLE,, Obit.
- _ •

Obit. Pischle was heed of Auswertung(Evaluation) with NAA 11.He
did not have very much to contribute. He had joined the Abt* in Finland in
Sept. ififj but since he knew no Russian and v/as concerned with Russian traffic
for only two months or so he v/as scarcely qualified to speak on that; and
then in Norway they had done nothing worth" calling Evaluation, for the
Allied traffic v/as unfamiliar to them at first and anyhow there v/as no one
to whom they could pass results in time to be of any interest.



III. -CTTira KAEL.Uff z -

End June 41

: 'ilitaiy service:- „ t HarkuJfC, where eh was

i7 Feb. Ml «J-l°a UP 10 V
tL?L!;

,t with «ie 1st Konpanxe.

trained as an xntercc> wxw » housed xn

16 Apr. M :
transferred to K^^^H-** lat °r £
the Hecresnachrxchtenscnuxc. i ^^j^.Thore he

the Nachrichtenersatzabtexlu^ FR^ aefunker) ,

was trained as an ^.^Shcrc he re.v-ined

,
posted to HorehzurNxn Finland ^ m
till the unit noved froa there *> » ^ tran3_

0f

tSfzu^;o ?h stS 2 H4A 11.
ferred Iron the Zu^ w

1t,v 4. ^aittinp c.nd indeed had been put

Exter w*s given no specific cryptanalytic
J**"^- a h cless as an

on to the work in the first place only *«^eheh* * f Attg# Z,1

intercept operator. However he had been ^.rployed onEn
y^ ^ in

onwards' end he is redded by he ^&^&gL of NAA 11 was a «*,

this field. The actual herd 01 the ^^erun,
t v/as nr.de .

ZOELLER, but he was posted away in Feb k® -no no i

While in >inland, the unit --occupied exclusively in ferine

RussianW «ia N1CWD traffic on that front * smal
as this was

was picked up from tine to tine and worked on but^ not re 1 ^
not their proper commitment. After the *ov ^ *^ist

* and bhe cover
impossible to take any Russian traffic owm to *ne

»

Little
«2 switched to^^^m^^peJ^^*^^
success was obtained with uhe allied traxixc, x

1 months only,
with Allied procedure, and they were working ^ ^^ ie

^
Bxter had worked (and with s-e success) only ,n SL^X and ^^Lot sur

himself

the

work himself on Swedish-unax was. o °J^~™:*, ' . , n _
"
ersonal

with Finnish except one simple substitution of which he had no^*0*^
knowledCe. He had no knowledge of any specifieally Anencan systen opart

from the two general Allied types nentioned a.jove.

Exter was then questioned on various Russian codas fo^anone

documents of the unit. He first described the NK./D Code RifZC l800.ThiS>

hasTlread; been dealt with in Ticom i/19c P1 2fi, but the present teffM
deffers in certain details from the other. It was he said, aeode ofJV

paces, with 50 lines to a pace in two columns of 25 each. On the ottm ten

lines of each pace, between these two columns , was a vertical _ colun ot the

numbers 0-9 in a hatted order, different for each pare. (This is presumably

the "chiffrant" of I/19c, but the term was unknown to E. ). Page and l2-ne

equivalents were , iven by strips of hatted firure-bir,rars; there were ten sets

of each. Pace-strips were laid alone the bottom of the book and line- strips

(in two columns of 25 ) set on the pace accordin.. to the hatted vertical

column. The pace and line keys used, and the setting on the setting on

the page, were
.
iven by a 4-fi^ure indicator.E. v/as no longer certain which

elements of this indicated the various items, but he thou ht the setting of

the line-strip on the pace v/as ci'von by the third ficure. Accordinc tso E.

this code was in use from April A|4 onwards. They had had material up to the

end of their tine in Finland, but were unable to intercept it thereafter,
and so he could not say whether it had cone out of use or not.

His information on other codes found among the documents was extremely
scanty. He said that many of these were codes solved or captured on other
parts of the front and sunt to them by Berlin for information; they had not
worked on them themselves.

Northern Fleet Code This v/as a b?tlr. code with table-recipher,.
They had read it for a month, but had civen it up a.s

not beinc their connitnent.Purely Naval tasks were
handed over to KPHS Kirkenes.

R4ZC 1100 This he c;uld not remember; it was out of daise
by
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• ^ n fu on h -nrobably used

R5ZC 1560. Reciphered by strips.

. . . . 4-«u^^^ ^"PPY-rf-rl US to PAURili*

E. was then asked for a brief review of the types of code he M worked on:-

2-firure These were used both by ^ first

flpT^bltic; later they were hatted, and as a final improvement ta o^r
letters ana numbers were allotted three or four different equivalents.

They were used up to the end of hostilities.

3-fi-ure These were mainly Army, but were also used by the Air Forces.

They consisted in general of 10 pages of 100 positions each, reciphered jy

trips.

L-fix-ure These were a) of the NKWD type described above, and b) code-

bookl' reoipherea by an additive. In this latter type, they had had consider-

able success with traffic of an NK.>D net on the White Sea front, controlled

from the MWD HI at ABCMANGEL, but that was with a captured basic -oook and

instructions for the system.

They could not cope vith 5-figure; that was sent on to Berlin.

E. had no knowledge whatever of Russian letter-codes.

IV. BETHGE , Ernst, Uffz. (Note: interrogation was made difficult

by the fact that this PW suffers from an

exceedingly bad stammer).

Prom the beginning of the war until Nov. 43 Bethge served with a

survey unit (Vermessungstruppen) . Then there came a circular from OKH

appealing for mathematicians. Out of the 200 odu who presented themselves

in Berlin, 20 were chosen, including Bethge. He them had four months'

cryptanalytic training in Berlin and Juterbog. Prom March till September 1944
he worked at Juterbog in the analytical machine section with DR.PIETSCH
and Win, DOERING, and was concerned almost entirely with the French-C36 and
j^p- ^8 T though he also did a little work on the American 11209 » He has no
knowledge of the B211 or any British machine, nor did he do any research
on German systems, *

In Sept. 44 he was posted to Aussenstellc "HAIJ3ENu (Grui:ypSued) of
PNAST 9 in Norway to work on so-far unsolved Swedish systems, Pnast 9,
which had been in BERGEN, was moved in the summer of 44 to Italy, but the
Aussenstelle was left behind. Prom Jan 45, though officially still on the
strength of the Aussenstelle, he in fact worked v/ith NAA 11 which had by then
arrived in Norway, and in March 45 he was transferred to -the staff of NAA 11
at GJOEVTK. Since c uing to Norway he had worked solely on Swedish systems,
exeunt *cr ^ne fb^rt unsuc-^aful attempt m .n guglJxh >ietbcr o^de fc

The Swedish machine could not be read, The codes v/ith which they
did have success were all low-grode military codes-sinrole reciprocal
substitutions, 2-and3-letter codes, and transposition of an elementary type.
The naoerial for this was obtained during the Swedish manoeuvres of Februaryand Larch this year, and a complete order of battle -./as built up

V BLOl'iE , Hans, ,m.

Military service:

Chief Evaluator of NAA 11

2 Dec. 40: ca.13.ed u . to Nachrichtenersatnabte-.lung 2
in gcet 1

- Lr._, v,vv- : ::e he was trained as a. \?/T
o-

• >

»

' . . V , J . . . £
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BAHJ3

•June FRANKFURT

instruction as an Auswerter remained,
Then^i^H^^ to Norway. On
rctreatin- v/ith the rest ..i w»
1st Jan. 45 he was transferred from the M$ to the

NAA 11 Stab.

B. cave a general summary of the Russian call-sign system: -

The Russians, unlike the Germans or the Anglo-^ericans were always

systematic-i.e. their books and tables were either systematically .
r^ngea

or if not were used in , systematic way. Then there was a marked ^fei.nce

between the call-si. n usage of the Army and Air Force on the sne to* and «
HKflD on the other. W.HD call-signs, as far as ^'^^^^^^^^^^r
oaj?Jiea,(i# e, forward of division)were always pronouncable.The NKWD ****

staffs( corresponding r .ughly t a German Heeresgruppe )working with aivs or

regts would take their Cell-signs unsystematically from TPR 43, ^ut ii

possible from -nly one Teiltofel(100 c/s). The divisional and regimental

nets would take their c/S syatematically from TPR 43.

Army and Air Force forward of division took c/s systematically from TPR

43. Rear of division they worked by quartering the table and obtaining the

c/s by the intersection of day-month coordinates on a systematically

selected diagonal. But sometimes they used TPR 43 quite unsystematically

.

Blome" appeared to be a very able man, and could probably provide

detailed answers to £ ny particular questions in his field, though of course

his knowledge ends, for all practical purposee ?with Nov. 44.

VI. FADES, Alexander, Qbgefr.

26 Aug 39: called up to a Construction Bn.(Baubatn.

)

8 Nov. 39: transferred to Pionierbtl n 19. x'rom there to

Dolmetscherschule in LEIPZIG. V/as given an Ent-
zifferung course in Berlin at the beginning of

the Russian campaign.
22 June 41 : NA Ers Abt FRANKFURT, Posted immediately to Horch-

zug N in Finland,

Faure could give only scanty details of the two codes about which we
had been referred to him by Ertr. R3ZC was a 3-fi . code, with 10 pa

:
;os of

100 positions each, 10 by 10, alphabetically arranged. One column of each
page, he thought the 8th, v/as empty. Only the hundreds and tens figures of
each group were reciphered. R4ZC 1700 had also 10 pages of 100 positions
per page. The 2nd digit of the group gave page, the 1st di it which half
of the page, 3rd and 4th digits line and column,, It v/as reci ,hered by
bigram tables, but he was -not absolutely sure of this.

VII. FKUEMKE.Igor, uffz.

Nov 38:NAA3 Ferr.sprechkompanie; with this unit through the
Polish and French ca.pcdgns.

Nov 40: Dolmetscherschule LEIPZIG.
Mar 41 :0KH in 7Al for training,
June 41;Na Ers Abt FR\NKFURT; posted to Horchzug N in Finle.)

F. had no special knowledge of any particular system to offer. Botfci
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he and FAUEE worked entirely on thu current far ^^SefS^'
on any unsolved systems. In fact, they were both more occupied

latinc than With deciphering.

• Proa these intcrrocations, It appears thet HU was a s^n unit,

working on a quiet sector of the eastern front, oepable ox ^™»*S m
adequate flow of intelligence fror, reading low and ae °°°™>

but not equipped for any strenuous c.ry,.tanalytxc effort. After leaving

Pin3.and its operational value seems to have been mi.

t


